
• Parcel carrier portal

• Tabletop hardware

• Pro scale and printer

• Bespoke shipping labels

• Online courier data

• Compare current rates

• Consolidated records

Simple Sending 

Utilising the innovative parcel portal 
technology developed for the TMR 
pkB3S volumetric terminal, the ptGO 
online shipping solution streamlines 
the way you weigh, label and send 
regular packages. Ideal for sending 
varying weights of small, medium and 
large parcels up to 30kg, the system 
consists of an accurate postal scale 

and bespoke label printer, linked 
to a cloud-based carrier portal that 
offers UK and international carriers 
at discounted prices. It helps you 
get parcels out on time, using the 
best value delivery services, and 
consolidates all your shipping costs 
into one reporting system.
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We go Beyond Mailing

Streamlined, online parcel weighing, labelling and 
shipping solution that tracks deliveries and costs
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Compare Rates

By entering the shipping address and 
parcel dimension, the consignment 
details are instantly fed into the carrier 
portal, which gives you the flexibility 
to select the best delivery rate and 
most suitable service. Simply click on 
the best option from your preferred 
supplier and the system prints out an 
industry approved thermal shipping 
label, whist registering your booking 
in the online manifest, eliminating 
the need for manually-produced 
paperwork. Once you confirm the 
daily manifest, normally pre 4pm for 
next-day despatch, the ptGO carrier 
portal automatically books your parcel 
deliveries, triggering a same-day 
collection from your carrier. 

Digital Scale & Printer

The ptGO parcel carrier portal 
simplifies and streamlines the way 
your mailroom or despatch department 
books and tracks parcel deliveries. By 
integrating an accurate digital scale 
and industry-standard label printer 
with your laptop or desktop PC, linked 
to a Cloud-based portal of up-to-the-
minute carrier rates, it enables you  
to enter package information and 
select the sending option best suited  
to your shipment. 

If you are sending out goods of  
varying weights in relatively standard 
boxes and packages, there is no  
need for the sophisticated volumetric 
weight measurements and calculations 
of the TMR pkB3S terminal; instead,  
the finished package is placed on  
the digital scale and the precise  
weight is autopopulated into the 
shipping screen, with package 
dimensions either selected from a 
drop-down menu of your regular  
sizes, or entered manually.

Payment Tracking

Whether you utilise the collection 
benefits of one preferred carrier 
or prefer the in-built flexibility of 
selecting specific service options as 
required, ptGO allows your business 
to save money and consolidate the 
payments with a single Direct Debit. 
All your parcel shipping expenses are 
controlled in one central billing system, 
making it straightforward to reconcile 
with settlement due within 7 days  
of despatch, whilst taking advantage  
of improved rates through the  
parcel portal. 
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The Parcel Shipping Index predicts  
the UK could see sending at 3.9 billion 
parcels by 2021 in line with the continual 
growth in e-commerce, resulting in 
shorter delivery times, lower costs and 
increased consumer choice.

The Mailing Room’s 
ptGO online shipping 
solution makes 
booking, shipping 
and tracking your 
parcels simple, 
allowing you to easily 
keep up-to-date with 
the changing market 
offerings. 

The Last Mile 

The value of the UK parcel market is 
around £10 billion annually and the 
industry’s latest Parcel Shipping Index 
forecasts a 20% increase in volume 
each year, thanks to a large shake-up 
in delivery trends and technologies. 
At the same time, logistics providers 
have increased the variety of delivery 
options available over what is known 
as The Last Mile, from courier depot to 
delivery address. 

This has resulted in more competition 
within the courier and postal services 
market, driving firms to continuously 
revise their carrier rates and shorten 
delivery times. To keep pace with 
these market changes and ensure 
using the most affordable parcel 
shipping options and delivery 
models, your company needs to 
adopt similar cutting-edge technology 
that helps standardise and simplify 
parcel shipping and minimises time-
consuming record keeping.



Product Specification
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The KISS Principle
Keep It Simple Shipping 

1. Ship

Enter who the parcel is going to, either 
manually or from your address book

2. Weigh

Place parcel on the scale and select,  
or enter the dimensions plus contents

3. Book

Select your preferred service based on 
delivery requirement, such as next day.

4. Print

Check the details, click print label, affix  
to your parcel and manifest when ready. 

If you would like to find out more about our range of products and how  
The Mailing Room could benefit your organisation, please get in touch.
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Mailroom Mix

The Mailing Room’s ptGO parcel portal 
is a modern, streamlined and easy-to-
use system for handling packages and 
parcels, enabling you to track shipping 
costs and courier deliveries, both at 
home and overseas. It lends a highly 
professional touch to the sending of 
packages, making a good impression 
on customers, and dovetails neatly  
with your franking machine operation. 
While presentable postal items 
enhance the mailing of direct 
marketing material, statutory notices, 

appointment confirmations, annual 
reports and billing paperwork, the 
ptGO parcel solution allows the timely 
despatch of customer orders, spare 
parts and consumables, membership 
packs, bulkier catalogues and other 
oversized items at a reduced cost. 
Moreover, this modern mailroom mix is 
backed by TMR’s renowned customer 
service, including our own fully trained 
service engineers and consumables 
team, to make sure your mailroom is 
always on the go.

TMR ptGO

Portal Live Online Link

SCALE

Capacity 32kg

Readability 1g

Pan Size 225x275mm

Display Backlit LCD 20mm

Overall 315x355x110mm   4.1kg

PRINTER

Method Direct Thermal

Resolution 203dpi to 300dpi

Overall 178x221x151mm   1.6kg

Print  Max Width 108mm 


